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Abstract: Background and Objectives: In general, patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are ignorant
of the physician’s role and of RA-related feet problems. The aim of our study was to validate
a questionnaire on the knowledge of different aspects of overall foot health in patients with RA.
Materials and Methods: A cross-sectional descriptive analysis was carried out between March 2017
and April 2017. A questionnaire was designed and validated through the Delphi method to evaluate
the knowledge about the illness, the repercussions on feet, medical podiatry care, and the role of
the medical podiatrist. Results: After being checked by a panel of experts, all the items obtained a
Cronbach’s alpha over 0.70. Conclusions: The content of this questionnaire about the knowledge of
different aspects of medical podiatry health in patients with RA has internal consistency.
Keywords: arthritis; rheumatoid; Delphi technique; health education
1. Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory illness of the joints with a prevalence of
between 0.3% and 1.5% of the total world population [1,2].
Of all patients with RA, 85% to 100% experience RA-related issues with their feet. The progression
of this RA-related issues is related to the length and severity of the illness [1].
The most frequent deformities in these patients are rearfoot valgus, Hallux Abductus Valgus,
and other deformities in the smaller toes [2], increasing plantar pressure and causing musculoskeletal
pain [1–4].
RA can lead to a loss of function, a reduction of mobility, and a negative impact on quality of
life [5]. The recommendations in both clinical practice guides and standard care, support the need of
early podiatric intervention. Research has shown that it would be appropriate to include a podiatrist
in the multidisciplinary team for patients with RA [5,6]. Therapeutic education is considered a key
part of podiatrist-related treatment for patients with RA [7].
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Therapeutic education plays a fundamental role in all chronic illnesses. The aim of the patients
is to be able to improve their life [8]. There is evidence that early intervention for both potential or
existing foot problems can improve the long-term results [9]. In general, patients with RA are ignorant
of the podiatrist’s role and of RA-related feet problems [6].
There is currently a limited amount of research that describes the results of overall foot educational
interventions in these patients [10]. Due to this need, we have proposed carrying out sessions of
podiatric therapeutic education in patients with RA. These sessions consist of a health education
seminar, followed by a talk. To carry out this educational intervention, and to be able to value its
effectiveness, it was necessary to elaborate and validate a questionnaire that covered these aspects.
Due to the limited literature on the subject [10], there is currently no validated questionnaire. For this
reason, the main aim of this work was to validate a questionnaire, through the Delphi method,
to increase our knowledge of different aspects of overall foot health in patients with RA.
2. Methods
A questionnaire was designed and validated through the Delphi method [11,12] to evaluate the
patients’ knowledge about RA, the repercussions on their feet, overall foot care, and the role of nursing
in their care.
This Delphi method has been widely demonstrated to be useful in achieving consensus in an area
where there is a lack of empirical evidence [13]. This method is an efficient and systematic procedure
that aims to compile expert opinions about a particular topic. Furthermore, a questionnaire enables a
deeper understanding of these opinions [14].
The Delphi method is classified as one of the general prospective methods that seeks to achieve a
better consensus of an expert group based on the analysis of and reflection on a concrete problem [13].
It is used to determine the validity of the content of an instrument; the degree to which a test
appropriately represents what has been carried out [15,16]. This type of validation has been widely
used in the scientific literature to validate questionnaires in different areas [11,12,14–22].
The study was carried out between March 2017 and April 2017. An Ethics Committee approval was
obtained from the Junta de Andalucía, Spain (fe524a8b7e8159db98f0645027de03e6451e3595, application
data 12 October 2016.) Two groups took part in the study: A coordinating group and an expert panel.
The coordinating group was made up of two podiatrists and a professional nurse whose work takes
place at the University of Seville. All of them have a Ph.D. The coordinating group worked on the design
of the initial questionnaire, with a total of nine items with closed answers (Appendix A). The objective
of this questionnaire was to evaluate the knowledge of these patients about four fundamental aspects
related to the overall health of their feet: The repercussions of RA on their feet, the use of appropriate
footwear, the importance of self-care, and the skills of nursing.
The 16 experts included in the panel answered questions of affiliation, as well as their degree
of knowledge concerning RA. The questionnaire was sent by e-mail to evaluate each question on a
five-point Likert scale. The contributions of each of the items were collated.
Two phases were carried out in the validation process: The preliminary phase and the exploratory
phase. In the preliminary phase, the coordinator group was in charge of studying and approving
the work protocol, as well as studying and ratifying the list of experts taking part. Having done this
stage, the exploratory stage began in the coordinator group with four sub-stages: First, questionnaires
were sent out (Likert-type scale) with a letter of presentation; second, the answers were analyzed,
the following questionnaires were prepared, and the appropriate feedback was delivered; third,
the results were interpreted; and fourth, the research was correctly supervised, with corrective
measures taken when necessary. In a parallel manner to these sub-stages, the expert panel was in
charge of answering the questionnaires [11,12].
The exploratory phase was developed through two rounds. The first round where, after analyzing
the answers of the expert panel, some modifications were carried out according to its contributions,
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and a second round that collated the contributions in each of the items of the questionnaire, also carrying
out some modifications and adding two new questions about nail cutting and treating corns.
The computer program used in the statistical analysis was SPSS version 22.0. For the study of the
quantitative variables, age and years of experience, we used the average and the standard deviation.
For the qualitative variables (degree, current job post, professional practice, and teaching category),
we calculated the frequencies and percentages.
In each of the rounds we carried out the Cronbach alpha statistical test for each of the items
and the questionnaire in general. The method of internal consistency based on Cronbach’s alpha
enables the estimation of the reliability of a measurement instrument through a set of items, which it is
expected will measure the same construct or theoretical dimension. The closer the alpha value is to one,
the greater the internal consistency of the items analyzed is. Polit and Hungler [23], like Burns and
Grove [24], consider that a reliability coefficient over a minimum value of 0.70 is in general acceptable.
3. Results
The coordinator group was set up as explained in the previous section. In the preliminary phase
this coordinator group selected the expert panel to validate the questionnaires.
The expert panel comprised of 62.5% podiatrists, 18.8% nurses, and 18.8% who belonged to other
health professions. Regarding their current jobs, 87.5% were teachers and 12.5% carried out their
professional abilities in the private care area. In the following table we describe the teaching category
of the members of the expert panel (Table 1). In total, 75% had PhDs, 12.5% had a university degree,
and 12.5% had a masters. The degree of knowledge of the experts concerning RA on a scale of 1 to 10
was on average 6.9 ± 1.7 (range of 3 to 10). The average years of experience was 19.6 ± 5.8 years (range
of 13 to 31 years).
Table 1. Description of the expert panel according to the teaching category of its members.
Teaching Category Frequencies
University Full Professor 7.1%
College Full Professor 7.1%
Tenured Professor 14.3%
Contracted Professor 57.1%
Collaborator 14.3%
As was described in the previous section, the initial questionnaire was designed and sent to the
experts for their validation (Appendix A).
In the second part, we calculated the mean value and the standard deviation, and found the
frequencies of all the different answers for each of the items. It should be highlighted that all the items
obtained the qualification of very appropriate or quite appropriate from more than 70% of the experts.
Items 1 and 2 attained the highest values, obtaining these qualifications from more than 90% of the
experts. The Cronbach alpha statistical test was carried out for each of the items individually and for
the set of them. The values were over 0.70 in all the cases, the total for the questionnaire being 0.855
(Table 2).
We analyzed the contributions of the expert panel. Some formal aspects of the different items
were modified and a new item on nail cutting and the removal of corns was added. The questionnaires
with these modifications were sent back to the expert panel to be valued anew (Appendix B).
In the third part, we again worked out the frequency of the answers of the expert panel regarding
the different items. All of them attained a qualification of very appropriate or quite appropriate from
more than 75% of the experts, attaining 100% in these qualifications for items 1, 2, and 10. Cronbach’s
alpha was done again. The values were over 0.70 in all the cases, the total for the questionnaire being
0.790 (Table 3).
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Table 2. Average, median, typical deviation, and values of the statistical Cronbach alpha test for the
first round.
Average Median Typical Deviation Cronbach’s Alpha
Item 1 1.2 1 0.561 0.839
Item 2 1.1 1 0.258 0.843
Item 3 1.9 2 0.990 0.881
Item 4 1.9 1 1.246 0.845
Item 5 1.7 1 0.816 0.805
Item 6 1.3 1 0.617 0.810
Item 7 1.5 1 0.743 0.827
Item 8 1.4 1 0.737 0.842
Item 9 1.1 1 0.352 0.847
Table 3. Average, median, typical deviation, and values of the statistical Cronbach alpha test for the
second round.
Average Median Typical Deviation Cronbach’s Alpha
Item 1 1.2 1 0.403 0.805
Item 2 1.2 1 0.414 0.803
Item 3 1.7 1 0.873 0.789
Item 4 1.3 1 0.602 0.805
Item 5 2.1 2 1.181 0.756
Item 6 1.8 1.5 1.109 0.759
Item 7 1.8 1 1.167 0.775
Item 8 1.7 1 1.291 0.790
Item 9 1.4 1 0.814 0.798
Item 10 1.3 1 0.447 0.790
The contributions were analyzed anew and we modified the writing of items 9 and 10. We added
a new, open-answer item in which we asked what the patients did when their feet hurt. In the last
phase we had the result of the final questionnaire, which would be used later for the investigation
(Appendix C).
Finally, to validate the content of this questionnaire, a pilot test was done to calculate the validity
and reliability. Eleven subjects participated in this study. Cronbach’s alpha was done, the total for the
questionnaire being 0.792.
4. Discussion
Various studies have been done that show the positive effect of therapeutic education on patients
with RA about their knowledge of the illness [25], their general state [26], the degree of pain [26],
the self-handling of the illness [26–28], the level of control of the illness, the patient’s activity [26],
the physical function [29], their perception of general health [30], and satisfaction [27]. Therapeutic
education plays a fundamental role in adhering to treatments in chronic illnesses and therefore increases
the quality of life of these patients [31].
In 2008, Riemsma et al. [32] published a systematic review about the effects of therapeutic
education in patients with RA. This type of intervention produces beneficial effects in the short term
on disability, joint counts, the patient’s global evaluation, his/her psychological status, and depression.
We believe that the lack of evidence of the benefits of the therapeutic treatment of patients with RA is
due to there being few studies of the matter.
Foot problems are one of the most frequent in patients with RA [1,2,33]. Therapeutic education
provides the appropriate information concerning the role of the podiatrist and the RA-related foot
problems. It is an important tool to improve these patients’ quality of life. Various works about the
opinions of patients with RA and podiatrists reflect the need for podiatric education in this group [10,34].
Graham et al. [10] carried out a literature review about podiatric therapeutic education for patients
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with RA. They determined that there were no specific investigations regarding the development and
effects of therapeutic education in patients with RA. According to the results of these authors, there is
an evident need to carry out podiatric education activities.
In 2010, Juarez et al. [34] evaluated the prevalence of foot health problems of patients with
inflammatory arthritis—68% had foot problems. Only 21% were informed regarding the consequences
of illness-related foot problems and general health, and 9% about footwear. The data of this study
ratify the need to carry out activities about education for podiatric health.
In general, there is a lack of formal overall foot education [6]. This is why we had proposed
carrying out podiatric therapeutic education sessions in patients with RA.
In our study, the average, the standard deviation, and Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each of
the items. In the Cronbach alpha statistical test values over 0.7 were obtained in all the items and as an
average value of the questionnaire. All of the items attained a qualification of very appropriate or quite
appropriate in more than 75% of the items, even achieving values of 100% in these categories for items
1, 2, and 10. It was considered that the items were valid if the degree of appropriateness was over 70%.
After validating the content of this questionnaire, a pilot test was done to calculate the validity
and reliability. Foot Health Promotion activities will be carried out later.
Among the limitations of this work was that the expert panel might have preconceived ideas
concerning the group of people with RA.
5. Conclusions
We conclude by stating that the content of this questionnaire worked out with the knowledge of
different aspects of foot health in patients with RA had internal consistency and could be a useful tool
to analyze the knowledge of distinct aspects of podiatric health in patients.
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Appendix A. Questionnaire Sent to the Experts (1st. Round)
VALIDATION WITH DELPHI METHOD OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PATIENTS WITH
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Dear colleague,
We are carrying out a validation of a questionnaire aimed at patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA).
Through it we wish to assess the knowledge of these patients about four aspects fundamentally related
with the health of their feet: Their awareness of the repercussions of RA on feet, their knowledge about the use
of appropriate footwear, their awareness of the importance of self-care of their feet, and their knowledge about
the skills of nursing.
To validate this questionnaire your opinion is fundamental. This is why we request that you spend a few
minutes answering these questions.
1. Personal data of the expert.
Full name:
Qualifications:
Current job position and company:
Professional qualifications:
 University degree  Master  Ph.D.
Years of experience in the profession: ____ years.
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Teaching category (where appropriate):
 University Full Professor  Contracted doctor
 Tenured Professor/ College  Assistant doctor
 Full Professor/ College  Assistant
 Associate Professor  Collaborator
 Part-time Professor  Other
2. Mark with a cross (X) in the box that corresponds to the degree of knowledge which you
have about the research topic that we are developing, valuing on a scale from a 0 a 10 (considering 0 as
not having any knowledge at all and 10 total knowledge of the subject dealt with).
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3. Next, we ask if you agree with the items which make up the questionnaire presented
afterward. Take into account that this questionnaire is an instrument to find out and to analyze
the knowledge that patients with rheumatoid arthritis have of podiatric problems related with
this illness, of the appropriate footwear, of the daily care of their feet and the figure of the
podiatrist. To do so, mark with a cross (X) in the column you consider suitable for each of the items.
Items of the Questionnaire
Very
Appropriate
Quite
Appropriate
Appropriate
Not very
Appropriate
Not
Appropriate
Awareness of the repercussions of Rheumatoid Arthritis on feet
1. Do you believe that Rheumatoid
Arthritis produces pain in feet as well
as in other parts of the body?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
2. Do you believe that Rheumatoid
Arthritis produces deformities in feet
such as: claw toes, bunions, corns, etc.?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
Knowledge about the use of appropriate footwear
3. Do you think that the regular use of
sports footwear would be beneficial to
the health of your feet?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
4. Would daily use of broad footwear
with a soft sole, laces and soft heel be
beneficial?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
Awareness of the importance of self-care of feet
5. Do you believe that moisturizing
cream should be applied daily?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
6. Is it appropriate to dry between your
toes after your daily bath?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
7. How should you apply
moisturizing cream?
 Between your toes
 On the back and the sole of your feet
 Between your toes, on the back and
sole of your feet
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Items of the Questionnaire
Very
Appropriate
Quite
Appropriate
Appropriate
Not very
Appropriate
Inappropriate
Knowledge about the skills of the podiatrist
8. Do you believe that a podiatrist
could improve your quality of life?
 Yes  No  DK/DA
9. What’s the podiatrist’s role?
 Nail cutting
 Getting rid of calluses and corns
 Foot surgery
 Study of footsteps
 Making insoles
 Prescribing medicine
 X-rays
 Treating foot wounds
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here:
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously
for your collaboration”.
Appendix B. Questionnaire Sent to the Experts (2nd. round)
VALIDATION WITH DELPHI METHOD OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PATIENTS WITH
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Dear colleague,
We are carrying out a validation of a questionnaire aimed at patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA).
Through it we wish to assess the knowledge of these patients about four aspects fundamentally related
with the health of their feet: Their awareness of the repercussions of RA on feet, their knowledge about the use
of appropriate footwear, their awareness about the importance of self-care of their feet, and their knowledge
about the skills of nursing.
To validate this questionnaire your opinion is fundamental. This is why we request that you spend a few
minutes answering these questions.
1. Personal data of the expert.
Full name:
Qualifications:
Current job position and company:
Professional qualifications:
 University degree  Master  Ph.D.
Years of experience in the profession: ____ years.
Teaching category (where appropriate):
 University Full Professor  Contracted doctor
 Tenured Professor/ College  Assistant doctor
 Full Professor/ College  Assistant
 Associate Professor  Collaborator
 Part-time Professor  Other
2. Mark with a cross (X) in the box that corresponds to the degree of knowledge which you
have about the research topic that we are developing, valuing on a scale from a 0 a 10 (considering 0 as
not having any knowledge at all and 10 total knowledge of the subject dealt with).
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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3. Next we ask your opinion regarding if you agree with the items which make up the
questionnaire presented afterward. Take into account that this questionnaire is an instrument to find
out and to analyze the knowledge that patients with rheumatoid arthritis have of podiatric problems
related with this illness, of the appropriate footwear, of the daily care of their feet and the figure of the
podiatrist. To do so, mark with a cross (X) in the column you consider suitable for each of the items.
Questionnaire Select an Option
Very
Appropriate
Quite
Appropriate
Appropriate
Not very
Appropriate
Inappropriate
Awareness of the repercussions of Rheumatoid Arthritis on feet
1. Do you believe that Rheumatoid Arthritis produces pain in
feet as well as in other parts of the body?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
2. Rheumatoid Arthritis produces deformities in feet such as:
claw toes, bunions, corns, etc.?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
3. Rheumatoid Arthritis can produce falls and cause difficulty
in walking etc.?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
Knowledge about the use of appropriate footwear
4. Would it be beneficial for the health of your feet to regularly
use quality standard sports shoes?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
5. Would daily use of wide footwear, with a soft sole, with a
fastening system (laces, Velcro, zips, etc.) and a low heel
be beneficial?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
Awareness of the importance of self-care of feet
6. Should you apply moisturizing cream daily?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your toes after your
daily bath?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
8. What is the best way of cutting your toenails?
 Straight, trimming the tips.
 Straight, without trimming the tips.
 In a curve, trimming the tips.
 Does not know  Does not answer
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and corns yourself?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills
10. Could the intervention of a podiatrist improve your
general wellbeing by acting on your feet?
 Yes  No  Does not know  Does not answer
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role?
 Nail cutting.
 Getting rid of calluses and corns.
 Foot surgery.
 Study of footsteps.
 Making insoles.
 Prescribing medicine.
 Doing X-rays.
 Treating foot wounds.
 Does not know  Does not answer
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here:
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously
for your collaboration”.
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Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº
QUESTIONNAIRE:
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with the
provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration.
Age: _____
Gender
Medicina 2019, 55, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 12 
9 
 
6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Male
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    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
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Marital status
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“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential nd will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Single
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatri t improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □D es not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
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Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Divo ced
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
rried
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwe n your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, hich is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
/ idower
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwe n your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimmi  the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not nswer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
ther: ______
Years being treated for Rheumatoid
Arthritis: ___
Please mark your answer with an X. MARK AN OPTION.
1. Does Rheumatoid Art ritis produce pain in feet as well as in other parts of the body?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □D es 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to tre t alluses and 
corns yours lf?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □D es 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interv ntion of a 
podiatrist improve y ur g neral 
wellbeing by acting on your fee ?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study f footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot woun s. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Question aire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer
     
7. Is it appropriat  t  dry between y ur 
toes after y ur daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
to nails? 
□ Straig t, trimming th  tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curv , trimming the tips. 
□Does not k ow □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns y urse f?  
□Yes   N   □Does not kn w □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatr st improve your general 
wellbei g by acting n yo r feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatris ’  role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foo  surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing m dicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any f the items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of t is study, which is why w  thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validat d Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fidential and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla ion. any thanks fo your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is i app opriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. Wha  is the best way f cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, rimming the tips.
□ Stra ght, withou rimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, rimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is i  appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not nswer 
     
Knowl dge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not a swer 
     
11. What’s the podia rist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surge y.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Maki g insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to m ke an obser ati n about any of the items pr posed or to prop se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to chiev  the aim of t s study, which is wh  w  thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  this study will be confidential a d will be d lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Ma ital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
n t answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s e podiatrist’s r l ? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-ray .                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  mak n observation ab ut any of the items pr posed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to ac ve the aim of this study, which i  why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appe dix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR ODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in his study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the pr visio s o  the c rent legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
2. Does Rheumatoid Arthritis pro uce deformities in feet such as: claw t es, bunions, corns, etc.?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ es not kno  □ oes 
ot ans e
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Doe  not kn w □Do s 
not answer 
     
8. What is the b t way f utti  your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips.
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appr priate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es not k ow □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interv n on of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on r feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does n t answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observati n about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizi  cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes not kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
     
7. Is i appropriat  t  dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □N    □D e  not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the est way of cutti g your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, trimmi g the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curv , trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not ans er 
     
Knowl dge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the in ervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □D es not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ N il cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.              
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribi g medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answe  
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any f the items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of t is study, which is why w  thank you normously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fidential and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla i n. Many thank  for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Should y  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes n t kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
     
7. Is i app opriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, rimming the tips. 
□ Stra ght, without rimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, rimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does t answer 
     
9. Is i  appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. C ld the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wel bei g by cting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does n t know □Do s not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to m ke an observati n about any of the items pr posed or to prop se a new one, y u can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to chieve the aim of t s study, which is wh  we thank you en rmously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  this study will be confidential a d will be d lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislati n. Ma y thanks for your c llaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Y   □ o   □ oes not kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Y   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Y   □No   □Does not kn w □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and cor s. 
□ Fo t surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ oing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  mak n observation ab ut any of the items pr posed or to pr pose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to ac ve th aim of this study, which i  why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appe dix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR ODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in his study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisio s o  the c rent legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
3. Rheumatoid Arthritis can produce falls and cause ifficulty in walking etc.?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes not kno  □ o s 
not ans er 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □D es 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cut ing your 
toenails? 
□ Strai ht, trimming the tip . 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not k ow □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriat  to tre t calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge about th podiatrist’s sk ll  
10. Could the interventi n of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
   
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to p opose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essenti l to achi ve th  a m of this study, which s why we tha k you enormous y for 
y ur c llab ration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  apply m isturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □   □ oes not kno  □ es 
not ans e  
     
7. Is it appropriat  to dry between your 
toes after y ur daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not n w r 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, with t trimming th  tips. 
□ In a curv , trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s y urself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dg  abou  the podi tri t’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acti g on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot s g ry.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any f the items propos d or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is es enti l to achi ve the aim of t is s udy, which is y w  thank you normously for
y ur llab ation”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fidential and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla i n. Many thank  for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes n t kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
     
7. Is i app opriate to d y between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, rimming the tips. 
□ Stra ght, without rimming t e tips.
□ In a curve, rimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is i  appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not a swer 
     
Knowl dg  about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’ role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot urgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.              
□ Making insol s.
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to m ke an observati n about any of the items pr posed  to prop se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to chi ve the aim of t s study, wh ch is wh  we tha k you enormously for 
y ur c llab ration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Ques ionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  this study will be confidential a d will be d lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislati n. Ma y thanks for your c llaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, with ut trimming the tip . 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not ans er 
     
9. I  it appropriate to treat calluses and 
c rns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Kno l dge about th  p diatrist’s kills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ M ki g insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does n t know □Do s not answe  
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an obs vati n abou  any of t  items proposed or to pr pos  a new one, you can do so here: 
“Y r help s essential to ac ev  e aim f this study, which s wh  we thank you enormously for 
your collaborati n”.
Appen ix C. V lid ted Questionnaire 
EDUCA ION FO  POD ATRIC HEAL H IN PA IEN S WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
Th ta obta n d in th s stu y ill confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
e provisions f the current legislation. Ma y tha ks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Y ars being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
4. Would it be beneficial for the health of your feet to regularly use quality standard sports shoes?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes n t kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
    
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
t es after your daily bath? 
□Yes  □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straig t, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t kn w □Does 
not answer 
    
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on y ur feet?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting id f calluses a d corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
   
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essenti l to achi ve the a m of this study, which s why we tha k you enormous y for 
y ur c llab ration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and ill be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for y ur collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o  □ oes not kno  □ oes 
not ns er 
    
7. Is it appropriat  to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
n t answer 
     
8. What is th  best way of cutti g your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curv , trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s y urself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellb i g by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting id f calluses a d corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Tr ating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not ans er 
    
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any f the items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is es enti l to achi ve the aim of t is s udy, which is y w  thank you normously for
y ur llab ation”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEU ATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fidential and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla i n. Many thanks for y ur collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes not kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
     
7. Is i app opriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath?
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not swer 
     
8. What is the b st way of cutting your 
to nails? 
□ Straig t, rimming the tips. 
□ St a ght, without rimming the ti s. 
□ In a curve, rimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is i  appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □D es 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □ o   □Does ot know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting id f calluses a d corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s.
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to m ke an observati n about any of the items pr posed or to prop se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to chi ve the aim of t s study, wh ch is wh  we tha k you enormously for 
y ur c llab ration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Ques ionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  this study ill be confidential a d will be d lt ith in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, wit out trimmi g the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses an  
corns yourself?  
□Y   □No   □Does not k ow □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing b acting on your feet?   
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting id f calluses a d corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
NOTE: If you wish t  mak n observation ab ut any of the items pr posed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to c ve the aim of this study, which i  why e thank you enormously for 
y ur c llab r ti n”. 
Appe dix C. Validated Q estionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR ODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in his study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisio s  the c rent legislati . M y thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
5. Would daily use of wide fo twear, with a soft s le, with a fastening system (laces, Velcro, zips, etc.) and
a low heel be beneficial?
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6. Should y  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
n
 
7. Is it appr priat  to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □D es n t kn w □Does 
not nswer 
     
8. What is the best way f cutting your 
toenails? 
 traight, trimming the tips. 
 Straight, without trimming the tips. 
 In a urve, trimming the tips.  
es not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appr pria e to treat calluses and 
c rns yourself?  
□Y s   □N    □Do s not kno  □Does 
not a swer 
Kn wledge about the pod atrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve y u  general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
    
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ ail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns.
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to ake an observation ab ut any of the items propos d or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in ccor ance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your coll boration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  pply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
7. Is it appr priat  to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y s   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is he best way f cutting your 
toenails? 
 traig t, trimming the tips. 
 Straight, without trimming the tips. 
 In a urv , trimming the tips.  
es not know □Does not answer 
    
9. Is it a pr pria e to treat callus s and 
c rns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   oes not kno  oes 
not a swe  
Knowl dge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist impr v y ur general 
wellbei g by acting on y ur feet?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ ail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses an  corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation ab ut any f th  items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of t is study, which is why w thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fid ntial and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla ion. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years b ing treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Should yo  pply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
7. Is i app priate to dry between y ur 
toes after y ur daily bath? 
□Y s   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is t e best way f cutting your 
toenails? 
 traig t, rimming the tips. 
 Stra ght, without rimming the tips. 
 In a urve, rimming the tips.  
es not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is i  appr priate to treat calluses and 
c rns yourself?  
□Ye    □No   □Do s not know □Does 
not answer 
Kn wl dge abo t the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improv  your g neral 
wellbei g by acting o  y ur f e ?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
    
11. What’s th  podiatrist’s role? 
□ ail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing edicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wi h to m ke an observati n ab ut any of the items pr posed or t  prop se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to chieve the aim of t s study, which is wh  w  thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Va idated Questionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  th s study will be confidential a d w ll be d lt ith in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Sh uld y u apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
 
7. Is it ppr priate to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y   □No   □D es n t kn w □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way f cutting your 
toenails? 
 traight, trimming the tips. 
 Straight, without trimming the tips. 
 In a urve, trimming the tips.  
es not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appr priate to treat calluses and 
c rns yourself?  
□Y   □No  □Does not know □Does 
not a swer 
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by ac ing n your feet?   
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
   
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting ri  of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  mak n observation ab ut any of the items pr po ed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to ac ve the aim of this study, which i  why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appe dix C. Validat d Question air  
EDUCATION FOR ODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in his study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisio s o  the c rent legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
6. Should you apply moisturizing cream daily?
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6. Sh uld you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
7. Is it appr priat  to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not nswer 
     
8. What is the best way f cutting your 
toenails?
 traight, trimming the tips. 
 Straight, without trimming the tips. 
 In a urve, trimming the tips.  
es not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appr pria e to treat calluses and 
c rns your elf?  
□Yes   □No   □D es not kno  □Does 
not a swer 
     
Kn wledge about th  podiatrist’s skills
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve y ur general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not nswer 
    
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ ail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If yo  wish to make an observatio  ab ut any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  pply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
7. Is it appr priat  to dry be we  y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y s   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
no  answer 
    
8. What is he best way f cutting your 
toenails?
 traig t, trimming he tips. 
 Straight, without trimming the tips. 
 In a urv , trimming the tips.  
es not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appr pria e to treat calluses and 
c r s your elf?  
□Yes   □No   oes not kno  oes 
not a swe  
     
Knowledge ab u  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist impr v y ur general 
wellbei g by acting on y ur f et?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not kno  □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ ail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treati g foot wounds.
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation ab ut ny f the items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of t is study, which is why w thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fid ntial and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla i n. Many thank  for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Sho d you pply mois urizing cr am 
aily? 
□Yes  No   □D es not know □Do
ot an wer
     
7. Is it appr r at  to dr be we  your
toes aft r y ur d ily bath? 
□Ye   No   □D s not know □Does 
ot answer 
    
8. Wh is the best ay of cutti g your
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming th  tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curv , trim ing th  tips.  
□Doe  not know □Does ot answer 
     
9. Is it appr priate to tre t calluses and 
cor s your elf?  
□Yes  No   □D s not know □Does 
ot answer 
     
Kn wledge about the pod atrist’s skills 
10. Could the i tervention of a 
p diatrist impr v  your general 
wellb ing b  acti g on your feet?   
□Yes  No   □D es not know □Does 
not answer 
 
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getti g rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot s rgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Doe  not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  make an observation ab ut any of the items proposed or to prop s  a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your h lp is ss ntial to ch ve the im of this study, ich is why w  thank y  enormously for 
your c llaboration”. 
Appendix C. V lidated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH I  PATIENTS WITH R EUM TOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The da a obtain  in this study will b  confi ntia  and wi l be dealt in accordance with 
the pr visions of the current legi l tion. Many th nks for you  collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
   Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should y u pply mois urizing cr am 
daily? 
□Yes   □N    □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is i  ap ropr ate to dry be ween your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
    
8. What is the best way of cutti g your 
to n ils? 
□ Straight, trimming th  tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curv , t imming th  tips.  
□Does not k ow □Does not answer 
     
9. I  it appr priate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   No   □Does not know □Does 
not nswer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatr st impr ve your general 
w llb ing b  acting on our fe t?   
□Yes   □ o   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
   
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wi h o make an bservati n b u  a y of the it ms proposed or to pr pos  a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help  essential to achieve the ai  f this study, which is wh  we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
App ndix C. Validated Question air  
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC ALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
Th ta obtai ed in this study ill  co fidential and ll be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisi ns of the curren  legislation. Many tha ks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Y ars being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your toes after your daily bath?
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6. Should you apply mois urizing cr am 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not kn w  
not answer 
    
7. Is it appropriate to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Do s not know □D es 
ot answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutti g yo r 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the ti s. 
□ In a curve, trim ing th  tips.  
□Does not know D es not answer 
     
9. Is it appr priat  to treat callu es and 
corns your elf?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not k ow □ oes 
not answer 
     
Kno ledge about the podi tr st’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist impr ve your general 
wellbeing b  acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
 
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insol s.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you c n do so here: 
“Your h lp is essential o ac ev the im of this study, whi h is why we thank you enormous y for 
your collaboration”.
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. any thanks for y ur collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  app y mois urizing cr am 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Do not know 
not answer 
  
7. Is it appropriat  to dry betwee  y ur 
toes after your d ily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Do s not know □D es 
ot answer 
     
8. What is the best ay of cutti g y r 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming t  tips. 
□ In  curv , trim ing th  tips.  
□Does not know es not answer 
     
9. I it appr priate to treat callu es a  
cor s your elf?  
□Yes   No   □Does not k ow □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist impr ve your general
wellbei g b  acti g on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
   
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making in ol s.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
N TE: If you wish to make an observation about an  f the items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your h lp is ess ntial to c ve the im of is study, which is why w thank you e ormously for 
y ur co laboration”.
Appen ix C. Validated Questionn ire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fidential and will be de lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the curre t legisla ion. Many thanks for y ur collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Sh ld yo  pply ois urizing cr am 
daily? 
□Yes  o   □ es not kno  □ oes 
ot ans er 
     
7. Is i app priate to dry betwee  your
toes aft r y ur d ily bath? 
□Ye    □No   □Do s not know □Does 
ot answer 
     
8. Wh t is the best ay of cutti g your 
toenails? 
□ Straig t, rimmi g th  tips. 
□ Str ght, without rimming th  tips. 
□ In a curv , rim ing th  tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
9. Is i  appr priate to treat calluses and 
cor s your elf?  
□Yes   No   □Does n t know □D es 
ot answer 
     
Kno l dge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the int vention of a 
p diatrist impr ve your general 
wellbei g b  acti g on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
  
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot s rgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making in ol s. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
N TE: If you wish to m k  n observati n about any of the items pr pos d or t  prop se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your h lp s ess ntial to c ve t im of s study, ch is wh  w thank y u ormously for 
y ur collabo ation”.
Appen ix C. Validated Questionn ire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  this study will be confidential a d will be d lt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. S ould you apply mois urizing cr am 
daily? 
□Y   □No   □D es n t kno  □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appr priate to dry between y ur 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y   □No   □D es not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutti g your 
toenails? 
 traight, trimming the tips. 
Straight, it out trimming t e tips. 
 In a urve, trimming th  tips.  
oes not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appr priate to treat calluses and 
corn  your elf?  
□Y   □No   □Does not k ow □Does 
not answ r 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist impr ve your general 
w llbeing b acting on your f et?   
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
  
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot s rgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ M king insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  mak n observation ab ut any of the items pr posed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Yo r help is ess nti l to ac ve the aim of this study, which  why we thank you enormously for 
your collaborati n”.
Appe dix C. V lid ted Quest onnai e 
EDUCATION FOR ODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in his study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisio s  the c rent legislati . M y thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
8. What is the best way of cutting your toenails?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does no  know □Do s 
not answer 
    
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □D es 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Strai ht, without trimmi g the tip . 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not n wer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
    
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
   
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to pr pose a new one, you c n do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to ac eve the aim of this study, whic  is why we thank y u enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUC TION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt ith in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. any thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Straight, trimming the tips.
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6. Should you apply moist rizing cre m 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
no  answer 
     
7. Is it appr priate t  dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. Wh t is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, with ut trimming the tips. 
□ I  a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not kno  □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself? 
□Yes   □No   oes not know □Does 
n t answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role?
□ Nail cutting. 
□ Ge ting rid of c lluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ aking insol .  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
N TE: If you wi h to make an observa ion about any of the items propo ed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ssent al to achi ve h aim of is study, wh h is why we thank you enormously for 
your collabor tion”. 
Appendix C. Validated Que tionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in this study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provi io s o  the c rrent legislatio . Ma y thanks for your c ll boration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Curved, trimming the tips.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
    
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best w y of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowl dge about the podiatr s ’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and c rns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaborati n. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Singl  
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Straight, without trimming the tips.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □N    □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwee  your 
toes after your d ily ba h? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not kn w □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
to nails? 
□ Straigh , trim ing the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the ips.  
□Does not know □D es no  answer
     
9. Is it appropri te to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Do s not know □Doe  
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interventi  of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No  □Does not know □D es 
not answer 
     
11. Wh t’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid f calluses and corns. 
□ Foot gery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If y u wish t  make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
A pendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI RIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine  in this study will be onf dential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisi ns of the curren  l gislati n. Many thanks for your c llaboration. 
Age: _____
Gender 
Male 
Female 
rital status 
    Single 
    Divorced 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does n t know
edicina 2019, 55, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 12 
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not k ow □Does
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes aft r your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting yo r 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming th  tips.  
□D es no  kn w □Does no a swer
     
9. I  it app opriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es not know □Do s 
not ans er 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot s gery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Tr ating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to mak  an observati n ab u  any of the items proposed or to pr pos  a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help s essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is wh  we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
T e ata bt ined in this study ill  confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many tha ks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Y ars being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and corns yours lf?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cre m 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ S raight, trimmi g the ips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Do s 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormou ly for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Question aire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
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6. Should yo  apply moisturizing cr am 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriat to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y s   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
    
8. What is the best way of cutti g your 
toenails? 
□ S r ig t, trimmi g the ips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curv , trimming the tips.  
□Do s not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Kno l dge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Do s 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surg ry.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribi g medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.               
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any f the items proposed or to propose a new ne, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess ntial to achieve the aim of t is study, which is why w  thank you enormou ly fo  
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PA IENTS WITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be co fidential and will be de l  with in accordance w th 
the provisions f the curre t legisla ion. Many thanks f r your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
   Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
Medici  2019, 55, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 12 
9 
 
6. S ould yo  apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not nswer 
     
7. Is i app opriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes  □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutti g your 
toenails? 
□ S raig t, r mmi g t e ips. 
□ Stra ght, without rimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, rimming the tips.  
□Do s n t know □Does not answer
     
9. Is i  appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not ans er 
     
Knowl dge about th  podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellbei g by acting n your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Do s 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doi g X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to m ke an observati n about any of the items pr posed or to prop se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to chieve the aim of t s study, which is wh  w  thank you enormou ly for 
your colla oration”. 
Appe ix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI RIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS ITH RHEUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtain d i  this study will be confidential a d will be d lt with in accordance with 
the pr vis ons of the current legislati n. Many thanks for your collab ration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should you apply moisturiz ng cream 
daily? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not ans er 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwee  your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ S raight, trimmi g the ips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In  curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does ot know □Does not sw r 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Y   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not a swer 
     
Knowledge about the podia ist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on y ur feet?   
□Ye □No   □Does not know □Do s
not answer 
     
11. What’s the p diatrist’s role? 
□ Nail c tting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surger .   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  mak n observation ab ut any of the items pr posed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to ac ve the aim of this study, which  why we thank you enormou ly for 
your collaboration”. 
App dix C. V idated Questionnair  
EDUCATION FOR ODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtaine in his study ll be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisio s o  the c rent legislati n. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
10. Could the intervention of a podiatrist improve your general wellbeing by acting on your feet?
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □ oes not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is i  appropriate to d y between your 
toes after your daily ba h? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not ans er 
     
8. What is th  best way of cutting your
toenail ?
□ Straight, tr mming the tips. 
□ Straight, with ut trimmi g the tip .
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does ot nswer 
    
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not k ow □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowle ge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does no  know □Does
not answer 
    
11. What’s the diatris ’s ole? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of cal uses and corns. 
□ Foot ur ery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Mak ng insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propos  a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is sse tial to achieve the aim of this study, whi  is why we tha k you enormously for 
your c llabor tion”. 
Appendix C. V ida ed Que tionnair  
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for y ur collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Yes
Medicin  2019, 55, x F R PEER REVIEW 9 of 12 
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6. Sh uld y u apply moisturizing cr am 
daily? 
□Yes   □ o   □ oes not k o  □ oes 
ot ans er 
     
7. Is it ppropriate t  dr  between your 
toes a ter your aily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not k ow □Does 
not answer 
    
8. What is the be way f cutti g your 
t enails? 
□ S r ight, trimmi g the ips. 
□ Straight, withou trimmi g the tip . 
□ In a curve, trimmi g th  tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
    
9. Is it appropriate to tre t calluses and 
cor s yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □D es n t know □Does 
not answer 
     
K owledge abou  the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Do s 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the p dia rist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ S udy of footsteps.            
□ Mak ng insole .  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ D ing X-rays.            
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish t  make an observation about any of the items pr posed or to propos a new one, y u can do so here: 
“Your help is ess nti l to ach ev  the aim of this study, which s why we thank y  n rmou ly for 
y ur c llaborati n”. 
Append x C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH I  PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and wi l be dealt with in accordance with 
the pr visions of the current legislati n. Many thank f r you  collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being t eated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
No
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6. Sh uld yo  apply moisturizing cream 
d ily? 
□Yes  o   □ oes not kno  □ oes 
not ans er 
     
7. Is i  appr priate to dry between your 
toes a ter your daily bath? 
□Yes  No   □Does ot know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the be t way of cutti g your 
t enails? 
□ S raig t, r mmi g the ips. 
□ Straight, withou rimming the tip . 
□ In a curve, rimming the tips.  
□Doe not know □Does not answer
     
9. Is i  appropriate to treat calluses and 
cor s yourself?  
□Yes  No   □D es n t know □Does 
not ans er 
     
K owl dge about th  podiatri t’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
p diatrist improve your general 
wellb i g by acting n your feet?   
□Yes  No   □Does no know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podia rist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getti g rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles. 
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ D ing X-rays.                
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Doe  not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to m ke an bservati n ab ut any of the items proposed or to pr p se a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your h lp is sse tial to ch ev the im of t s stu y, which is h w thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appen ix C. V l dated Questionnaire 
EDUCATI N FO  PODI TRIC HE LTH IN PATIENTS WITH R EUMATO D ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The da a obtained in this study will be confi ntial and will be de lt in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legi lation. Ma y thanks for your c llaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
   Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
aily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appr priat  to dry between your 
toes after y ur daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ S raight, trimming th tips. 
□ Straight, withou trimming the tips. 
□ In a c rve, t imming the ti s.  
□Does not know □Does ot nsw r 
     
9. I  it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □ o   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Kn wledge abou  t  po atr st’s skills
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does no  know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatris ’s r le? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surger .   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wi h to make an bservati n ab u  any of the t ms proposed or to pr pos  a new one, you can do so here: 
“Y ur help s ess tial to achiev  e ai  f this stu y, which  h  w thank you enormously for 
y ur collaboration”. 
App ndix C. Validated Ques ionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR POD ATRIC HEAL H IN PA IEN S WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
Th ta obta ned in th s stu y ill co fidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisi ns f the curren  legislation. Ma y tha ks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Y ars being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer
Medicina 2019, 55, 290 10 of 12
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role?
Please mark your answer with an X. MARK ONE OR VARIOUS OPTIONS.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an observation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new one, you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legisl ion. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Cutting nails.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Getting rid of calluses and corns.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the intervention of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
□ Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of footsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Foot surgery.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwe n your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimming the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt with in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Studying footsteps.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwe n your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimmi  the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
king ins les.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwe n your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimmi  the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.   
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Prescribing m dicine.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
daily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
7. Is it appropriate to dry betwe n your 
toes after your daily bath? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
□ Straight, trimming the tips. 
□ Straight, without trimming the tips. 
□ In a curve, trimmi  the tips.  
□Does not know □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.  
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of thi  study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Doing X-rays.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
d ily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not a swer 
     
7. Is it app opriate to dry betwe n your 
to s after your daily bath? 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
Straight, trimming the tips. 
Straight, without trimming the tips. 
In a curve, trimmi the tips.  
Does ot kn w □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □N    □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.  
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Healing fo t wounds.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
d ily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not a swer 
     
7. Is it app opriate to dry betwe n your 
to s after your daily bath? 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
Straight, trimming the tips. 
Straight, without trimming the tips. 
In a curve, trimmi the tips.  
Does ot kn w □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □N    □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
podiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.  
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not know.
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6. Should you apply moisturizing cream 
d ily? 
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not a swer 
     
7. Is it app opriate to dry betwe n your 
to s after your daily bath? 
     
8. What is the best way of cutting your 
toenails? 
Straight, trimming the tips. 
Straight, without trimming the tips. 
In a curve, trimmi the tips.  
Does ot kn w □Does not answer 
     
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and 
corns yourself?  
□Yes   □N    □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
Knowledge about the podiatrist’s skills 
10. Could the interve tion of a 
odiatrist improve your general 
wellbeing by acting on your feet?   
□Yes   □No   □Does not know □Does 
not answer 
     
11. What’s the podiatrist’s role? 
Nail cutting.  
□ Getting rid of calluses and corns. 
□ Foot surgery.  
□ Study of fo tsteps.               
□ Making insoles.  
□ Prescribing medicine.  
□ Doing X-rays.                 
□ Treating foot wounds. 
 
□ oes not know □Does not answer 
     
NOTE: If you wish to make an bservation about any of the items proposed or to propose a new on , you can do so here: 
“Your help is essential to achieve the aim of this study, which is why we thank you enormously for 
your collaboration”. 
Appendix C. Validated Questionnaire 
EDUCATION FOR PODIATRIC HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS Nº 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
The data obtained in this study will be confidential and will be dealt w th in accordance with 
the provisions of the current legislation. Many thanks for your collaboration. 
Age: _____ 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Marital status 
    Single 
 
    Divorced 
 
    Married 
 
    Widow/widower 
 
    Other: ______ 
 
Years being treated for Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: _____ 
Does not answer.
12. What do you do when your feet hurt you? PLEASE WRITE YOUR ANSWER.
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Please mark your answer with an X. MARK AN OPTION. 
1. Does Rheumatoid Arthritis produce pain in feet as well as in other parts of the body? 
Yes       No       Does not know      Does not answer 
2. Does Rheumatoid Arthritis produce deformities in feet such as: claw toes, bunions, corns, etc.? 
Yes       No       Does not know      Does not answer 
3. Rheumatoid Arthritis can produce falls and cause difficulty in walking etc.? 
Yes       No        Does not know      Does not answer 
4. Would it be beneficial for the health of your feet to regularly use quality standard sports shoes? 
Yes      No      Does not know      Does not answer 
5. Would daily use of wide footwear, with a soft sole, with a fastening system (laces, Velcro, zips, 
etc.) and a low heel be beneficial? 
Yes       No      Does not know      Does not answer 
6. Should you apply moisturizing cream daily? 
Yes       No       Does not know      Does not answer 
7. Is it appropriate to dry between your toes after your daily bath? 
Yes        No      Does not know      Does not answer 
8. What i the best way f cutting your toenails?
Straight, trimming the tips. 
 
Straight, without trimming the tips. 
 
Curved, trimming the tips. 
 
Does not know    Does not answer
9. Is it appropriate to treat calluses and corns yourself? 
Yes        No      Does not know      Does not answer 
10. Could the interv ntion of a podiatrist improve your ge eral w llbeing by acting on your feet? 
Yes      No       Does not know      Does not answer 
 
11. What’s th  podiatrist’s role? 
Please mark your answer with an X. MARK ONE R VARIOUS OPTIONS. 
Cutting nails. 
Getting rid of calluse and corns. 
Foot surgery. 
Studyi g foo steps. 
Making insoles. 
Prescribi g medicine. 
Doing X-rays 
Healing foot wounds. 
Does not know. 
Does not answer. 
12. What do y u do when your feet hurt you? PL  RITE YOUR ANSWER. 
 
 
 
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR COLLABORATION
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